ANDREA WOOLF
Author | Coach | Speaker | Trainer

Andrea is a dynamic coach, inspirational author, and highly
sought after trainer and motivational speaker.
Her insightful, engaging and witty approach has served as the
catalyst for positive change for thousands of business owners
and executives. With her heartfelt style, she helps women clarify
and simplify their vision, then achieve extraordinary results while
bringing purpose and meaning to every aspect of their lives.
Andrea is the Founder of Women of Impact, a community and movement of amazing women who are
ready to change the world and, in the process, take their business, career and life to a whole new level.
She is also the author of Ignite Your Life! How to Get From Where You Are to Where You Want To Be.

ANDREA'S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS
Embrace Your Magnificence! – 5 Keys Of Impact To Accessing Your Power The
Feminine Way. Discover how to massively increase your impact, stay authentic
and true to yourself, and shine in the world.
Be the Ripple NOW! – The Power of Making A Difference In The World To Transform
Your Business/Career And Your Life. Learn how you can change your life by taking
the counter-intuitive approach.
From Overwhelmed To Unstoppable: 3 Simple Steps To Get Out Of Your Own Way
And Soar With The Eagles. Discover how to go from stuck and suffering to
purposeful and powerful.

kIND WORDS
"Andrea has helped me expertly craft a vision for my life and skillfully
execute on it. Situations in the past that used to send me into a tail
spin, are now easily handled with the set of tools that I have honed
with her help. I am now able to navigate difficult situations with grace
and ease. The success in my current role is aided immensely by my
time with Andrea. In short--she's the best!
- Sarah Penna, Co-Founder of Frolic Media
"Working with Andrea as a guide, confidante, wielder of the wand of
truth, and business and personal coach, she has been a gift and a
guide for me to create my emerging enterprise that is today both
successful and thriving. If you are a business owner or an executive in
the corporate arena, you need a guide and mentor. I highly
recommend Andrea for her vision, her directness, and the guidance
she can provide." V. Lynn Hawkins, CEO at Skyhawk Enterprises Biz
Coaching and Consulting

"THE ONLY
THING
BETWEEN
YOU AND
YOUR
DREAM IS
YOU. "
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